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The objective of the Tether Dynamics Simulation Workshop was to
provide a forum for the discussion of the structure and status of
existing computer programs which are used to simulate the dynamics of a
variety of tether applications. A major topic of the workshop concerned
itself with the purpose of having different simulation models and the
process of validating them. Guidance on future work in these areas was
obtained from a panel discussion consisting of resource and technical
managers and dynamic analysts in the tether field. The conclusions of
this panel are presented in Section III, Workshop Summary and Panel
Discussion Results.
NASA Headquarters, Office of Space Flight, Advanced Programs, along
with NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, sponsored the workshop. General
Research Corporation and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics provided the workshop coordination. General Research Corporation
also prepared the workshop proceedings. The workshop was held at the
Hyatt Regency Crystal City Hotel in Arlington, Virginia in conjunction
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PURPOSE OF SIMULATION







II, TO DETERMINEAPPROPRIATECONTROLLAWS AND SIMULATETHE CONTROLLED




















ROTATIONALEQUATIONSARE CONVERTEDTO A SET OF FIRSTORDER
EQUATIONSOF THE FORM x = F(_,e)WHERE e IS A DIMENSIONLESS
TIME (TRUEANOMALY)AND x IS THE VECTOROF STATEVARIABLES,
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DUE TO THE ASPHERICITY OF THE EARTH - J2 PERTURBATIONS,
PERTURBATIONS DUE TO THE ATTRACTION OF THE SUN AND THE MOON,
THESE EFFECTS ARE SMALL,
SOLARRADIATIONPRESSURE
CAN BE IMPORTANT AT HIGH ALTITUDES,
EVEN AT LOWER ALTITUDESj HEATING EFFECT MAY BE SIGNIFICANT,
ELECTRODYNAMIC F0RCE
FORCE ON A CONDUCTING TETHER MOVING IN THE EARTHIS
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD,
AERODYNAMICDRAG
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ENVIRONMENTAL FORCE AT THE LOW
ALTITUDES (I,E,_ FOR TSS-I AND TSS-2 MISSIONS),
II
AT = _ _iCD p _A CvI_I
2
WHERE AF IS THE AERODYNAMIC FORCE ON AN ELEMENT HAVING PROJECTED
AREA AA
CD IS THE DRAG COEFFICIENT
P IS THE DENSITY OF AIR AT THE ALTITUDE OF THE ELEMENT
UNDER CONSIDERATION
V VELOCITY OF THE ELEMENT RELATIVE TO THE ATMOSPHERE,
CD IS ASSUMED CONSTANT IN OUR SIMULATION
p = p
REF
-(H - HREF)/H 0 -H/H 0
E --Po E
WHERE H = ALTITUDE ABOVE THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH
OBLATENESS OF THE EARTH IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT (AFFECTS H)
ROTATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT (AFFECTS _)
THE EXPONENTIAL RELATION ABOVE IS AN APPROXIMATE ONE,
PO AND H0 ARE DETERMINED FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA SO
AS TO FIT THE LOWER END OF THE TETHER WELL,
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SEMI-MAJORAND SEMI-MINORAXES OF THE EARTH
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A 1 (0)=0.5x10 -4
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The Tethered Satellite System on the Systems Engineering Simulator
Ron Humble
Lockheed Engineering and
Management Services Company, Inc.
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The purpose of this presentation is to discuss the tethered satellite
system (TSS) portion of the Systems Engineering Simulator (SES). The SES
is a real time simulator, used at the Johnson Space Center (JSC), to
evaluate space shuttle operations when there is a man in the control loop.
The "on-orbit" portion of the SES consists mainly of a mock up of the
shuttle aft cockpit, complete with functional controls. The operator can
"fly" the orbiter using the cockpit controls and can respond to simulated
external scenes and cockpit displays. Other portions of the SES include a
front cockpit mock up for ascent/descent simulations and a manned
manoeuvering unit (MMU) for extravehicular activity (EVA) simulations.
DESCRIPTION
The on-orbit SES simulates the dynamical interactions between the
shuttle orbiter, the MMU, and one other payload. (This capability will be
increased to 4-6 individual payloads in the near future.) All of the TSS
simulation is controlled from a mock up of the shuttle orbiter aft cockpit.
This cockpit is complete with hand translational and rotational
controllers, digital autopilot (DAP) console, radar console, remote











Manipulationof thesatellitecontrolsystemisdonevia the MCDS
keyboard.
Certainparametersandvariablescanbeoutput,duringa simulation
run, to both a magnetic tape and an hardcopy printer. The tape may then be
post processed to generate digital tables or plots.
During a simulation run, system faults (ie. an RCS jet failure) can be
generated via an operator's console. This console will allow faults to be
input to either the orbiter, the satellite, or the winch system.
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ORBITER DYNAMICS
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SYSTEM MODELS
The TSS system is modeled as two free flying vehicles each with six
degrees of freedom, constrained by an extensible tether with an
additional degree of freedom. The vehicle translational equations
include three second order differential equations containing the M50
spherical coordinates.
force = mass X translational acceleration (F=mA) - 3 dof
The vehicle rotational equations include three first order differential
equations containing the body Euler angle rates and four first order
differential equations containing inertial quaternions. The Euler angle
accelerations are integrated to give Euler rates,
moment = inertia X rotational acceleration (M = Io_)- 3 dof
the Euler rates are then transformed into quaternion rates. The quaternion
rates are integrated to give inertial quaternions which are then
transformed back to Euler angles for output.
Shuttle equations of motion •
Ashuttle = (l/mshuttle)(Fgravity+ Faero+ FRCS+ Ftether+Fpayload+FRCSplume)
i-1
_shuttle = (Mgravitygrad.+Maero+ MRCS+ Mtether+ Mpayload+MRCS plume)
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Satelliteequationsof motion •
Asat = (1/msat) (Fgravity + Faero + FAPS + Ftether + Fshuttle + FRCS plume)
= 1-1
0r'sat (Mgravity grad. + Maero + MRCS + Mtether + Mshuttle + MRCS plume)
The tether, as modeled in the SES, is massless but does include stretch.
The necessity to keep track of both the stretched and unstretched length
of the tether introduces one extra degree of freedom. The tether tension
calculated during the previous time step is input to the natural length
differential equation. This equation is then integrated twice to get the
new natural length. The tether stretch (AI) is calculated by subtracting
the natural tether length from the difference between the positions of the
orbiter and satellite. The tension is then calculated, by using the stretch
value, for use on the next time step. In all, there are 13 dof.
Tether equations of motion :
- massless, 1/2 of the tether mass is placed at the orbiter CG and
the other half at the satellite CG
- the tether mass lumped at the two body CGs is assumed constant
- the length (AI) acceleration is integrated :
A I = (RR/JT)(-T D + R R FT)
FT=kAI + 13km*VAI
where :
R R - radius of tether reel
JT" moment of inertia of tether reel
TD - deployer motor torque
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k - spring constant (AE/I)
13- material viscous damping term
m* - generalized system mass
VAI - time rate of change of stretch
A - tether material cross sectional area
E - Young's modulous of the tether material
Orbiter systems :
The shut'tie orbiter systems are an integral part of SES. These include
systems such as the digital autopilot, star tracker, navigation, etc. All of
these systems have been verified by other simulations and experimental
data. Details of these systems are best found in the shuttle data manuals.
Rendezvous Radar :
The SES has a model of the orbiter's Hughes rendezvous radar. This
model takes the satellite and orbiter state data and produces output
similar to what is available on the orbiter :
1.) range / range rate
2.) inplane / outplane libration angles and rates
3.) line of sight angles and rates
4.) etc.
These data have bias, drift, and random errors introduced to them similar
to those which occur on the on-board Hughes radar system.
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Atpresent,the TSSsatelliteis modeledas a pointsourcewithperfect
reflectanceetc. Somepreliminarytestsshowthatthis maynotbe a good
approximationandso somefuturemodificationsto the modelmaybe
required.
Tetheredsatellite systems:
The satellite, on the end of the tether, has three major dynamical
components as far as the SES is concerned :
1 .) mass properties - as previously discussed, the satellite is
modeled as a free flying rigid body;
2.) attitude measurement - the attitude measurements, used for
control purposes, are assumed to be perfect (ie. no errors are
introduced); and
3.) auxilliary propulsion system - the APS is modeled as perfectly
aligned cold (N2) reaction jets with step force pulses and perfect
duration. The libration control jets are controlled by the orbiter
pilot via the MCDS keyboard while the satellite yaw is controled





The Earth's gravitational field may be modeled, in the SES, in two
different ways, depending on the setting of a digital switch :
1.) spherical Earth (Newtonian gravitation); or
2.) oblate spheroid including the first three zonal harmonics (J2, J3,
J4) and the main Tesseral harmonic (C22, $22)
Gravity gradient model :
When an assymetrical body, having one moment of inertia less than the
other two, is placed in a non-uniform (non-constant) gravitational field, it
experiences a torque tending to align the axis of least inertia with the
direction of the gravity gradient. SES is capable of determining gravity
gradient torques on the orbiter and any free flying payloads. These torques
may be "turned on" or "turned off" via a digital switch. The TSS satellite
has essentially symmetrical mass properties and thus, gravity gradient
torques are negligible.
Earth atmospheric density model :
The atmospheric density model used on the SES is the "Bab-Mueller"
model. This is an approximation to the high fidelity Jacchia atmospheric




TheBab-Muellermodelwas chosen because the calculated densities are
very close to the densities given by the Jacchia model but the calculation
response is much quicker than for the Jacchia model. The quick response
time is a fundamental requirement of real time simulations. The
Bab-Mueller model is described in ref. - (Mueller, A.C., "Atmospheric
Density Models", Analytical and Computational Mathematics Inc. Technical
Report ACM-TR-106, June 1977). The classical Bab-Mueller coefficients,
as given in the referenced report, are run through a Jacchia calibration
algorithm in the initialization to improve fidelity. Basically the density
(p) is calculated by :
P =Po e(A ÷ B+ C)
where :
Po reference density
A - night time vertical profile exponent
B - diurnal effect
C - seasonal lattitude coefficient
As in the Jacchia model, the sun's orbital position and the effect of the




The orbiter drag model is a high fidelity model including the orbiter
attitude effects on drag coefficient and reference area. The drag, pitching
, and yawing coefficients are obtained by a table look up and linear
interpolation routine. The roll moment coefficient for the orbiter is very
small and is considered negligible.
The tethered satellite is modeled with a constant drag coefficient and
reference area. This is because the tethered satellite has a very
symmetric surface profile and the atmospheric drag is independant of
attitude. (ie. a constant coefficient and reference area). Satellite attitude
torques caused by drag are not modeled.
Tether drag is not modeled.
The atmospheric drag may be "turned on or off" with a digital switch.
RCS plume impingement :
During reaction control system operation, the RCS plume may impinge
upon the surfaces of both the orbiter and the satellite. This can cause
significant attitude and translational perturbations during proximity
operations.
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The plume impingement effects on the orbiter are modeled by curve
fitting empirical data derived from test firings on an orbiter (ie. curve fit
constants were developed empirically). These data consider stationary
orbiter surfaces as well as moving aerosurfaces.
Ttle satellite plume impingement model can be made up of several
elements. These elements may be flat, cylindrical, or spherical. If the
target is more than 5000 ft. from the orbiter CG, no plume impingement
effects are calculated. The plume flow is modeled as emanating radially
from a point source, in a direction normal to the nozzle exit plane. The
plume force/moment is calculated as a function of the jet type, distance
from the source, magnitude of the thrust pulse, and the impingement
surface geometry. Details of the jet selection geometry and layout are
contained in the Shuttle Operational Data Book. Details of the plume
impingement model are contained in the SES definition document.
The TSS satellite is modeled as a single spherical plate element.
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The TSS simulation has the following limitations :
the tether is assumed massless
the maximum tether length is 1200 meters
the reel motor is not modeled
ie. Reel torque = commanded reel torque
external forces do not act on the tether directly
ie. there is no tether drag
- a collision between the satellite and the docking ring freezes the
sim ie. collision dynamics are not modeled
VALII_ATIQN
The TSS simulation on the SES was validated by comparing run data
with data generated by STOCS. STOCS is a non-real time simulation, using
the TOSS software developed at JSC, with an orbiter digital auto pilot
(DAP) modeled.
All of the shuttle systems were validated and are kept valid as an
ongoing task on the SES. This is done by comparing run data with other
"off line" simulation data and flight results.
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The following enhancements are being planned :
1 .) upgrading the present reel controller to present MMC standard
2.) modifying the MCDS CRT display to enhance useability
3.) implementing a tether cutting device model
The following are being considered as possible enhancements :
1.) modeling collision dynamics between the satellite and
the docking ring




Generalized Tethered Object Simulation System
David D. Lang
David D. Lang Associates
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GTOSS
GENERALIZED TETHERED OBJECT SIMULRTION SYSTEM
if. PunPosEoE   dliLRIL 
The GTOSS software system consists of approximately 410 subroutines representing
40,000 lines contained in 120 files. Code is constrained to a highly portable subset of
Fortran 77, with over 700 pages of documentation describing user operation,
equation derivation, and system software design. GTOSS runs on most computers
(including: the Macintosh and PC's), GTOSS has been developed under the direction
of the Avionics Systems Division, Johnson Space Center, NASA,
GTOSS represents a tether analysls-complex best described by addressing Its family
of module_ designed to be more or less tightlyassociated as a cooperative whole.
Tether dynamics: TOSS
TOSS isa portable software sub-system specificallydesigned to be introduced into
the envlronment of any existing vehicle dynamics simulation to add the capability
of simulating multiple interacting objects (via multiple tethers). These objects may
interact with each other as well as with the vehicle into whose environment TOSS
has been introduced. TOSS is incorporated by adherence to a straightforward set
of interface rules set forth in the TOSS Interface Control Document, Without small
motion assumption, and _'th complete generality,TOSS solves the tether dynamics
problem relative to a reference point state defined for itby the host simulation,
Input is designed for easy data identificationand entry, as well as to expedite
parametric studies. Extensive initialization options (such as stabilized gravity
gradient start-u_ EuLer angle type selectio_ etc,) allow user-friendly run setup.
General tethered system analysis: 6TOSS
GTOSS is a st.nd-.Iona tethered system analysis program, representing an
example of TOSS ha_'ng been married to a host simulation, In order to verify the
TOSS design concept and exercise the TOSS ICD ground rules, it was necessary to
create a fully representative, yet easily managed simulation into whose
environment TOSS could be incorporated. The resulting union was called GTOSS
and has the properties of, and can be viewed as, a system tailored to the
purpose of examining dynamic behavior of general tethered object
configurations (space stations, constellations,etc), By contrast, TOSS has also
been integrated into a Shuttle simulation (to study TSS), with the resulting
association exhibiting (and rightfully so) the complexity and specificity of an
Orbiter vehicle. The GTOSS host simulation represents a 6 DOF object with 8
tether attachment points, GTOSS has an executable code size of about 350k Bytes.
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Input and initializationfor GTOSS (as an entity separate from TOSS) is similar to
that of TOSS. GTOSS provides output for itself as well as TOSS by invoking
RTOSS (see below) to generate a Results Data Base to archive solution results for
display post processing.
Solution-result archlvlng: RTOSS
RTOSS is the Results Data Base (RDB) Sub-system designed to archive TOSS
simulation results for future display processing. While RTOSS was designed
primarily to capture TOSS data, itoffers a W:'Id-Cardfilewhich can be used by any
users to capture data of their choice. For instance, GTOSS takes advantage of this
feature to capture its host simulation data to an RDB for display post processing.
The modular design of RTOSS requires minimal calls (from the host simulation) to
invoke the creation and population of an RDB (for instance in GTOSS, this act is
transparent to the user). At the end of a run, a set of fileswith unique names will
have been created containing all pertinent time history data.
Also inherent in RTOSS are the routines which will extract data from the RDB and
present it in a form most natural for display post-processing. These extraction
routines insulate the user from structural knowledge of the RDB, thus rendering
the user's display software invariant to future changes in RDB design. The RDB can
be post-processed in a miriad of ways for engineering interpretation, as described
below.
Simulation result displau: OTOSS
DTOSS is the f:rst of a growing family of display post processors designed to
effectively utilize the RDB. DTOSS extracts data from the RDB for extensive
multi-page printed time history displays. There are currently over 50 different
display formats to choose from, each of which aggregates data selected to meet
various display needs. Users are also invited to add new page formats to create
output for specificneeds.
Simulation result displau: CTOSS
cross is similar to DTOSS, but is designed to create ASCII plot files(as headers and
data columns separated by delimiters). The same time history data formats
provided by DTOSS (for printing) are available via CTOSS for plotting.In addition to
time histories,repetitive tether shape snapshots can be taken in CROSS. While the
plot filesare optimally configured for existing interactive graphics programs on the
Macintosh computer, their plot format can be used on other PC's. Since cross
generates ASCII plot files (which are easily transported between different
computers), it can be run on any mainframe to generate plot files for a PC or
Macintosh.
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Simulation result display: ITOSS
ITOSS differs from DTOSS and cross in two ways. First, it generates output
dlsplay data designed for 3-D animated graphics display of simulation results.
Second, itsoutput is targetted specificallyfor the IMI graphics device (a large, high
resolution, fast display device).
Simulation result display: 6ENERAL
The above RDB post-processors not only represent a significant existing display
capability for GTOSS, but also function as convenient templates to spawn specialized
display processors. For instance, hooks are clearly defined, and steps are
documented to modify the existing DTOS8 or CTOSS to add new formats. These
programs can also serve as a functional boilerplate structure for extracting RDB
data to be post processed in any fashion you wish.
B. COORDINATE SYSTEMS and OE6REESof FREEDOM
Coordinate Systems
The following coordinate systems are used in TOSS:
A. TOSS Inertial Frame The user is allowed to arbitrarily define this frame,
however, its relationship to the planet-fixedframe must be exolicitlvstated in
the standard TOSS routine invoked to transform inertial frame vector
components to the planet-fixedframe. This routine (and its inverse-routine) can
describe an arbitrarily complex relationship between inertial and planet-flxed
frames. As deli_er_ the TOSS inertialframe is defined as one which is aligned




Planet-fiXed Frame, This is typically an earth-fixed frame, and also the one in
which all planetary environment calculationsare defined. The user is allowed to
arbitrarilF define, this fram_ however, its relationship to the inertial frame
must be explicitlystated in the TOSS routine which transforms planet frame
vector components to the inertialframe, and environment calculations must be
consistent with its definition.As de//ver_ GTOSS environment routines assume
an earth-fixed frame, the +X axis of which is presumed to pass through the
Greenwich meridian, +Z axis through the geocentric North pole.
To_ntrlc Frame. This is a frame aligned along local spherical longitude,
latitude,and radius vector to the planet center Itis used for state initialization
options and result interpretation.
Orbital Frame. This frame is defined by the kinematic state of a point, and is
similar to the topocentric frame except the local longitude/latitudevectors are
aligned to the current plane of Keplerian motion. Any TOSS entity can have an





Body Axis Frame. A body-fixed frame (and a body station reference point) is
associated with each 6 DOF object. The frame and body station are arbitrary,
but must be consistently used for defining all body attributes (CG location;
tether attach-points; aerodynamic reference point; etc). This frame is the
reference for body attitude interpretation.
Tether Frame. Each finite tether has its own tether frame. The X axis of this
frame isaligned along the line of sight between the tether's attach points. The Z
axis is orthogonal to the first, but lies sn the orbital plane (of a preferred
kinematic point).The Y axis is defined to complete the triad. This frame hosts
the tether dynamics coordinate solution, and is used for both initialization
options and result interpretation.
Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
Many of the DOF are modifiable via procedures included in the manuals The
nominally delivered GTOS$ configuration provides:
1. Up to 9 bodies (each with up to 6 rigid-body DOF's).
2. A 3 DOF particle dynamics option to eliminate rotational dynamics overhead
(for efficientstudy of overall topologicalbehavior).
3. Concurrent simulation of up to 25 different tethers.
4. Tether inter-connection in any conceivable fashion at up to 8 attach-points
per body. Each attach point is specified by its coordinates in an arbitrary
body axis frame.
5. No practical constraints on tether/attach point connectivity.
6 Tether dynamics simulation as your mixed choice of:
• Massless models (ie.linear springs and dash pots)
•Modal Synthesis finitemodels (on a tether-by-tether, and axis-by-axis
basis, up to 15 modal coordinates per each of 3 axes, with the
evaluative resolution of each generalized force type specifiableat up to a
maximum of 30 uniform spatial intervals). Tension is optionally
evaluated either in terms of material strain, or Lagrangian multipliers.
•Point Synthesis (ie. Bead) type finite models (on a tether-by-tether
basis, up to 48 collocation points per tether; with 3 DOF per point).
Tether can break on tension limits,or be severed at multiple points.
7. Five /ength-rat_ and five tension-profile,data-driven deployment scenarios:
8. Five po_r-profile (amp-1/m/ted) data-driven, power generation scenarios:
• All deployment and power scenarios can be arbitrarily assigned to any




Subroutine calls to the planetary environment models are standardized within TOSS
so that any levelof environmental sophistication(you have available) can be easily
incorporated into TOSS. Calling arguments to an environment model are: a
sophistication-levelflag; and, a position state in the planet-fixed (earth) frame.
Vector results are returned in the planet-fixed frame. Currently delivered wlth
GTOSS are the following:
o Gravitational Field Model: Earth; Inverse square central force field_also an
Oblateness model with 2 anomaly terms.
o Globe Shape Geometry Model: Earth_ Spherical globe.
o Atmospheric State Model: Earth; 1976 Standard earth density, speed of
sound, and temperature model (Sg accuracy to 1000 KM).
o Atmospheric Kinematics Model: Earth; Rotating atmosphere (with localwind
perturbations currently zero)+
o Magnetic Field Model: Earth; Tilted,shifted,vector dipole.
o Inertial Frame Model: Planet centered inertial point, with inertial frame
aligned to planet-fixed frame at zero time.
Entity Attribute Environment
As delivered, all TOSS objects can experience simple aerodynamic drag. Tethers
experience distributed aerodynamic liftand drag. Tethers carrying electriccurrent
experience electromagnetic forces.
TOSS is designed to facilitateincorporation of any degree of entity attribute
simulation.
The design philosophy of TOSS has been to provide a useful array of built-in system
simulation features such as data driven scenarios for: control forces and moments,
tether deployment, and electromagnetic power generation; as well as default
aerodynamics options; etc. In addition, TOSS supports arbitrarily complex
simulation of mass properties, control systems, aerodynamics, tether deployment,
and power generation, etc. through its documented user-interface data structures,
modularized code, and logicalhooks which invite and assist in user modification.
Of course, when TOSS isincorporated into a host simulation, all the system models
present in the host then function in the tether environment provided by TOSS.
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E. LIMITATIONS
The following summarizes the currently known limitations to the use of
GTOSS/TOSS (also see section below entitled: What should be done next ).
a. Tether Frame Definition:The orientation of the Tether Frame is undefined if
attach point line-of-sightbecomes exactly perpendicular to an associated orbital
plane. Near this state, frame orientation rates can become large, inducing
large apparent rates of change of finitetether coordinates. This can be avoided
in the Point synthesis model by integrating coordinates in the inertial frame
(thus using the tether frame for interpretation only ). To date, this has not
been a practical restriction (due to the nature of engineering applications); If
required, this restrictioncan be removed.
b. Modal Synthesis Finite Tether Model: This model is only valid during motions
for which the distance between attach points is greater than the deployed
tether length (a state of intrinsic tension). Furthermore, cases in which
cyclic slack/taut states are a significant element of behavior may not be
simulated well. In short, while the Modal synthesis model has some
advantages, the Point synthesis (bead) model is significantly more robust and
should be used to establish truth datum.
C. StabilizedGravity Gradient Initialization:Currently this feature applies only to
s_mMe cham_ limited to 3 objects and 2 tethers (as a mixture of massless and
Point synthesis models). Multiple disconnected chains are allowed.
d. Certain Environmental Effects (for example, solar pressure effects) are not
incorporated into TOSS.
r. M RS
Validation of TOSS/GTOSS involves three distinct areas: Classical techniques (for
those cases which are simple enough to be described by classical closed form
solution); Comparative techniques (for those cases which defy classical
substantiation); and Official techniques (to verify site installation and validate
evolutionary changes to GTOSS).
Classical Vodfication
Officalsolution verificationof TOSS has been accomplished from many directions.
First, the simulation of the rigid body TOSS objects are verified via classically
known solutions to Euler's rotational equations and Newton's law. Overall
translational dynamics is further verified against classical Keplerian motion.
Massless tether dynamics are verified against known gravity gradient as well as
bolo type motions. Finite tether wave propagation and shape verification has also
been accomplished against classicalstring theory.
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Comparative Uerlflcatlon
Finite tether dynamics have been verified by comparing both the TOSS Modal
Synthesis (MS) and Point Synthesis (PS, ie. bead model) against each other and
against a bead model independently develoged by NASA JSC. These comparisons have
addressed aerodynamic response, wave propagation, and slack/taut behavior.
Electrodynamic finitetether response has been officiallycompared only internally
to TOSS (between the MS and PS models).
There are at least 5 known, actively used, installationsof GTOSS. When GTOSS is
installed, users invariably compare its results to independent tether solutions
previously verified by the installation. To date, there are no unexplained anomalies
in result comparisons of this type.
Installation Verification
Delivered with GTOSS are 18 different input run decks (along with corresponding
officialresults) which test allaspects of GTOSS. A user site compares the output of
the newly installedGTOSS to these officialresults to verify siteinstallation.
6. ImMI ssomu _ 0Jl_ S0iI
The following features are either planned, or recommended for future GTOSS/TOSS
development:
I. Non-uniform point spacing for the Point Synthesis (PS) finite tether model:
This will allow more efficienctuse of degrees of freedom for solving certain
type finitetether problems.
Non-uniform material properties for the PS finitetether model: This will allow
simulation of tethers which are purposely constructed of different materials as
a function of length.
. Auto-transition (on user defined criteria) from finite to massless to finite
tether models: This will allow full mission simulation continuity without the
large computation overhead associatedwith very short tethers.
4. Improved aero force model for finite tethers: The current model does not
represent the consensus standard for distributedair loads on tethers
Flexible boom attachment simulation: This will allow a certain amount of
attach structure flexibilitywithout full involvement in simulating body
flexibilityof a TOSS object.
6. While the latest version of TOSS reflects an emission-end-sensitive pLungLng
aspect of tether deployment (under small strain), the author does not admit to
knowledge of an ultimate expression for deployment kinematics or dynamics.
TOSS will be continually improved in this area as understanding is gained.
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H.CASE STUDY5 aMP_l 
Examples of Host/TOSS Integration
There are two different instances of TOSS having been successfully introduced into
a host simulation environment: the first of these is GTOSS (described above>; the
second is called STOCS (Shuffle Tethered Object Control Simulation). The host
simulation for STOCS is a full engineering fidelityflightcontrol simulation of the
Orbiter. STOCS is being used to perform mission verification tasks for the TSS
experiment (under the responsibilityof NASA JSC). STOCS is an excellent example
of complex control systems (TSS on-board control) becoming associated with a TOSS
object (which represents the TSS), as well as the introduction of specializedtether
deployment systems (TSS deployer) into TOSS.
Examples of TOSS/GTOSS Application
TOSS has been used to study enumerable engineering applications of tethers. Some
of these are:
i. TSS mission study (STOCS/TOSS, 2 rigid-bodies,both massless and bead model
tethers).
2. A spinmng, orbitalstation ( 6 rigid-bodies, 15 massless tethers).
3. Gravity gradient/Gyroscopic orienting spinning dumbell (2 particles,I massless
tether).
4. Electrodynamic day/night power generation/orbitalboost with tethered counter
balance (3 particles,1 bead model and 1 massless tether).
5. Real-time Shuttle Engineering Simulator (SES) verification (comparison runs
made with both GTOSS and STOCS).
6. Planetary exploration maneuvers using a slingshot mechanism.
7. Electrodynamic pulse maneuvers (2 particles,! bead model tether).
8. Space Station docking devices (3 particles,2 massless tethers).
9. Orbiting, spinning carousel (3 rigid-bodies, i massless, I modal synthesis,
and ! bead model tether).
10. Gravity gradient stabilizedorbiting platform (3 rigid-bodies,I modal synthesis
and 4 massless tethers).
li. Simulated bead model by chain-connecting 9 TOSS rigid-bodieswith 8 massless
tethers (for bead model verificationstudy).
12. Comparative solution verification studies between GTOSS and an independent
bead model simulation (wave propagation, aerodynamic response, symmetrical
slack/taut gravity gradient behavior of a system exhibiting TSS physlcal
properties)
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TOSS Tethered Object Sub-System
GTOSS [_ Generalized Tethered Object
Simulation System
R__ _ Result I]ata Base sub-system
DY®_ _ Display print R[IB post-processor
C:_(_ _ Chart/Graphics ROB post-processor








• REF. PT. STATE WR/T INER. PT.
• ATTACH POINT KINEMATIC STATES
• ATTACH POINT FORCES/COUPLES
No Orbital State Assumptions










I Results Data Basefil set run I
I
I Results Data Basefile set run .._
/


















19 Bodies (3 or 6 DOF) i
125 Different Tethers j
8 Tether attachment points per body I
ITotally General Connectivit_l
ITether models, your mixed choice of:
_ Massless
_i_ Modal Synthesis (3-D)
Up to 15 Modal Coordinates (Legendre) peraxis
Up to 30 Generalized Force evaluation intervals
Tension via strain or Lagrangian multipiers
Point Synthesis (3-D)
Up to 50 collocation points per tether
3 DOF per collocation point
Tether sever (on time) or break (on tension)
I Data-driven, arbitrarily assignable scenarios I
5 length-rate deployment scenarios
5 tension control deployment scenarios
5 power profile (amp limited) generation scenarios
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Input to all TOSS environment routines:
I. Fidelity level flag
2. Simulation Time
3. Position in Planet-fixed frame
Inertial Frame Model
To evaluate this environment, use
EFTEI, EITEF
standard routine
I Gravity Model I GRAV
l'Globe Shape Model I GEOD
I Magnetic Field Model p GAUSS
I Atmospheric State Model i ATMOS I
I Atmospheric Kinematics Model _ WINDS I
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CURRENT LIMITATIONS
_' Tether-Frame is Un-defined when
line of attach points is 90 degrees
o u t o f t h e orbitalplane
:_ Modal Synthesis model valid only
f or a s t a t e o f intrinsic tension
•._ Modal Synthesis model dubious
for cyclic slack-taut states
Stabilized Gravity Gradient start-up
valid only for simple chains of up to






• Classical String Theory
I_ICOMPARATIVE VERIFICATION 1
Participants:
• JSC developed bead model
• GTOSS bead model
• GTOSS modal synthesis model
Study parameters:
• TSS Type Parameters
• Aero Response
• Transverse Wave Response





• TSS/Orbiter Compatibility (2 RB, I TH)
• Spinning, Orbital station (6RB, 15 TH)
• Gravity gradient/Gyro dumbell (2 P, I TH)
• Day/Night electro pwr gen (3 P, 2 TH)
• SES verification (GTOSS/STOCS)
• Planetary exploration studies
• Electro pulse maneuvers (2 P, I th)
• Space Station docking device (3 P, 2 TX)
• Orbiting spinning carousel (3 RB, 3 TH)
• Gravity gradient platform (3 RB, 5 TH)
• 9 Body equivalent bead model (8 TH)







I_7 Non-uniform Point Spacing
I_ Non-uniform Tether Properties
I_ Auto-phase transition
I_ Improved aero-force model
I_ Flexible boom simulation
I_ Improved deployment fidelity
Expert, Friendly User interface
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SKYHOOK PROGRAM
Ao PURPOSE OF SIMULATION
• GENERAL PURPOSE PROGRAM FOR SIMULATING THE DYNAMICS
OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEMS
• FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN STUDIES
• STUDY SCIENTIFIC AND OTHER APPLICATIONS OF TETHERED SYSTEMS










• SPHERICAL HARMONIC REPRESENTATION OF EARTH'S GRAVITY
• LUNAR & SOLAR GRAVITY PERTURBATIONS
• ATMOSPHERIC DRAG FORCE
• SOLAR, EARTH INFRARED, AND ATMOSPHERIC DRAG HEATING




















• RESOLUTIONOF WIREDYNAMICSIS LIMITED BY NUMBEROF
MASSPOINTS
• RESOLUTIONVARIESDURINGDEPLOYMENT& RETRIEVAL AS
BEADS ARE ADDED OR SUBTRACTION










G. WHAT SHOULD BE DONE NEXT
• MODIFY SK-YHOOK TO MAINTAIN RESOLUTION AS WIRE LENGTH
CHANGES



















































































































































































These prompts define the parameters available for
speciflcatlon by the program user.
THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS AND FLAGS HAVE DEFAULT VALUES AND






















UP/DOWN TOGGLE IS: UP
1 DENSITY 1.40 E 0.14D+12 CV 0.30D+09 DIAM 0.30
PITCH 0.00 ROLL 0.00
ORIG LENGTH(KM) 20.0 SS MASS(TONS) 0.50
TENSION FUDGE 1.00
LENGTH RATIO, ATTACHMENT/TIP: 0.50
QUADRATICNESS (0_LINEAR TO i): 0.50
HEIGHT (KM): 295.0 ATM. DENS.(G/CC): 0.27D-13
DEBUG OUTPUT TOGGLE: F
% SEGMENT LENGTH RANDOMIZATION: 5.0
SLACK FACTOR: 0.95 % RANDOM: 5.0
SEGMENT DIRECTION RANDOM : 5.0
BALLOON DRAG FUDGE FACTOR: 0.75
EI,LENGTH,WEIGHT (NASA UNITS): 0.13D+09 849.0 106.2
PITCH, ROLL: 0.0 0.0
PHASE AT T=0: 0.0
DEFINING ANGLES, PITCH & ROLL 90.0 0.0
RATE & ACCELERATION (DEG,SEC): 0.00 0.00
X,Y,Z (METERS): 0.00 0.00 0.00
RELATIVE/ABSOLUTE OUTPUT TOGGLE: REL
0 THRUSTER BURNS. (MAXIMUM 5 )
CUT TETHER FREE AT T = 9999.9
BREAK
THE FOLLOWING INPUTS ARE ALWAYS REQUIRED:
ENTER RANDOM SEED, ODD INTEGER < 2147483647
NUMBER OF TETHER SEGMENTS? 3 TO 50
LENGTH AT TIME OF REEL JAM (KM)?
(The program now computes: )
A CRUDE TIME SCALE FOR RECOIL, NEGLECTING GRAVITY
GRADIENT, IS: 1329.333973151609
HOW LONG (TETHER-SECONDS) TO COMPUTE?
HOW OFTEN (SECONDS) TO OUTPUT?
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- CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF
THE N MASSES WRT. LH-LV
• STATE VARIABLES
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Elasticity Effects in Tether Dynamics
Silvio Bergamaschi
University of Padova, Italy
161
OBJECTIVES OF THE ITALIAN PROPOSAL
The overall purpose is to understand the relevance of tether elasticity
in TSS dynamics, because:
long tethers have never been flown; experience is lacking
high frequency dynamical noise might preclude future
experiments (gravity gradiometry, atmospherics)
non-nominal situations can occur where elastic effects are of
primary importance (tether slackness_ impact with a
micrometeoroid)
Thus, the work plan is:
To investigate natural frequencies of elastic vibrations of TSS
To study amplitude of response to excitations
To analyze data from _ros and accelerometers mounted on the
satellite
To check theoretical and experimental results
If needed, to improve the simulation models
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Assumptions:
- Space Shuttle in circular, unperturbed orbit. Earth oblate-
ness, atmospheric and electrodynamic drag neglected
- Perfectly elastic tether. No material damping included
- Point mass satellite
- Constant tether length
- Constant tether diameter
- Ambient temperature changes ignored
Method
Lagrangian formulation adopted
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TRIAL AND EROR PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES
To assume a tentative value for q
To integrate numerically the resulting c equation (in
nondimensional variables)in the interval 0-I with c(o)=O and
c'(o)=l as initial conditions
To check if the boundary condition at the satellite end of the








































Purpose: To investigate transients in longitudinal vibrations
Assumptions:
coupling with orbital motion and lateral vibrations
neglected
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS. RIGID TETHER
Purpose of the investi_atlon:
To analyze system stability during one elevator transfer from
the Space Station to the SATP.
To evaluate orbital perturbations on the Space Station.
To devise velocity control laws, if needed.
Assumptions:
Tether elasticity neglected
Characteristic dimensions of Space Station, elevator and SATP
negligible with respect to tether length
In plane motion only (Coriolis force)
No external perturbations taken into account (Earth oblateness,
atmospheric drag, etc.)
Method:
- Lagranglan formulation of the equations of motion
THE SYSTEM
Retrievable platforms tethered to the Space Station in order to:
conduct experiments in a dynamic noise force environment (not
attainable on the Space Station)
Elevator envisaged as:
platform for microgravity experiments at system center of
gravity
servicing module for the SATP
Tether intended to:
sustain SATP gravity gradient force
act as structural damper
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Control laws affected by:
m Coriolls force, with impact on average translation velocity
Transients at beginning and end of each maneuver, because of
singularities of the dynamical equations at both ends of the
tether
Linear Control:
In some cases numerical instabilities at the very beginning of
maneuvers
Exponential Control :
- At the beginning." _w _ _" _ _ _0 _)
At the end:
- Smoother motion
- Reduced time for a transfer




Purpose: To evaluate tether motlon around the local vertical, forced by
Earth oblateness
Assumptions:
- tether elasticity neglected
- first order theory used for the changes of the oscillating
elements











TSS Subsatelltte Attitude Dynamics
and Control Laws Verification Programs
Floriano Venditti
Aeritalia Space Systems Group
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Aeritalia - Gruppo Sistemi Spaziali
Torino, Italy
Abstract- This paper deals with the presen-
tation of a dynamic model of the Tethered
Satellite System and of the relevant
simulation program, developed in order to
provide the dynamic analysis support for the
design verification of the Subsatellite
attitude control. A special care has been
spent _n the Satellite attitude dynamic
analysis and the model has been specifically
conceived to this aim.
The way in which the simulation results can
be utilized for the verification and testing
of the attitude control is also presented.
i - INTRODUCTION
The design of the Attitude Measurement and Control
Subsystem (AMCS) of the TSS-Subsatelllte for the electrody-
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namlc mission has been completed and now it _s going to be
verified and tested. A representative dynamics of the system
is one of the main items that has to be implemented for the
design verification phase and in such an optic a dedicated
program has been developed.
The aims of this program are:
- to investigate the dynamics of the system, with a
particular interest for the Satellite attitude behaviour,
and to identify potentially critical areas for the AMCS
performance verification;




a model representing the overall
system has been considered and
developed, while the adoption of a simplified, provided
representative, ._CS model is enough for the goal.
On the other side, to the AMCS performance verification
aim, a complete and accurate model is needed for the AMCS
itself, requiring a small integration step (128 msec), tied
to the high on-board data handling sampling rate. The need
for the implementation of a simplified dynamic model (3
satellite rotational d.o.f + the possible elastic ones)
arises then, in order to avoid unaffordable CPU times.
The "dynamic-slmplifled" model can be called an 'open
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loop' approach because it assumes that the overall system
dynamics impacts on the Satellite attitude, while the fact
that the attitude is controlled has a negligible effect on
the overall behaviour, this resulting in the tether tension
at the swivel point which does not depend on the Satellite
attitude. This seems to be a reasonable hypothesis, to be
anyhow validated by means of the "AMCS-simplifled" model,
which, in turn, can be called the 'closed loop' approach, as
it accounts for the coupling between the satellite attitude
and the overall dynamics, while being not burdened by low
integration step requirements.
The simulation results of the 'closed loop' model will
then be used as input data for the "dynamlc-simplified"
model runs; in fact, in order to provide an adequate capa-
bility to represent the system, the "dynamic-simplified"
model requires, for each run, the force time history at the
tether attachment point and the firing sequence of the
Satellite thrusters not driven by the AMCS (in plane and out
of plane thrusters) in input.
The results of the 'closed loop' simulations will also
be used for the integration and testing phase: the AMCS
hardware and software will work, by means of gyros and
sensors stimulators, in closed loop with a simulated real-
tlme-computed system dynamics. The same 'open loop' model
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as for the verification analyses will be used to provide the
necessary input to the stimulators.
At the moment, the 'closed loop' model has been
implemented and the program is undergoing integration tests,
while the first simulation runs will be performed _n a short
time.
Hereafter the 'closed loop' model and program are
described.
2 - MODEL DESCRIPTION
2.1 - Configuration
The electromagnetic mission will be supported by the
Shuttle in an approx 300 km orbit; the Satellite will be
deployed upward up to 20 km from the Orbiter; the Satellite
mass will be approx 500 kg.
0nly the Satellite yaw axis is controlled, stabiliza-
tion on the other two axes being assured by the gravity
gradient. During on-station phase, the Satellite spins about
the yaw axis and the spin rate is controlled (i rpm). During
retrieval, the yaw angle is controlled in such a way to
allow for the in plane and out of plane thrusters to fire in
the correct direction for llbration control. During the on
station phase, two deployable booms, part of the scientific
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experiment, will be extended to approx Cm.
2.2 - Tether Model
Some preliminary analyses showed different kinds of
behaviour of the system depending on the tether length. This
leads to different representations of the system, depending
on the deployed length. In figure 1 the main system frequen-
cies are given as a function of tether length (_).
The frequencies of the Satellite oscillations about
its roll and pitch axes decrease as _ decreases; the gravity
gradient stabilizing effect for these axes also decreases,
support in tensioning the tether being provided at short









5 'tO ;5 tr_sz fre_r's
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The longitudinal frequencies of the overall system due
to tether elasticity decrease as 2 increases. It can be seen
that the axial frequencies may couple with the pitch/roll
oscillations. The number of modes to be taken into account
depends on the tether length: at short distance only the
first axial mode is significant, while the others could be
neglected, leading to a reduction of the integration step
without affecting the system behaviour representation; at
the longest tether extension also the second mode has to be
considered.
The string vibration too may have a significant
coupling with the Satellite oscillation at short tether
length.
These considerations lead to the need of considering
in any case the tether mass and elasticity: a lumped mass
approach for describing the tether was chosen, where the
number of masses is selectable as a function of tether
length.
The tether can be modelled as a massless spring
connecting the Orbiter and the Satellite; in such a way only
the first axial mode is simulated. To include the other
modes, the tether is described by mass points connected by
springs whose stiffness depends on the undeformed tether
length between adjacent bodies.
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During deployment and retrieval the tether mass chan-
ges: this is represented by changing the mass of the mass
point closer to the Orbiter; the other mass points maintain
their mass. The nominal (unstressed) tether length between
the Orbiter and the closer mass point also changes (and so
its stiffness does), according to tether reeling, while the
unstressed tether length between the other masses remains
unchanged.
The number of mass point cannot be changed during the
simulation in the current version of the program. The fixing
of this number at the beginning of each run allows for
introducing only the frequencies of interest during each








_hen, during deployment, the need for considering
another frequency appears, the simulation requires a restart
with a new description of the tether which takes into
account new mass points. The I.C, for such a new
configuration can be derived from the results of the
previous simulation, under the assumption that the new modes
are not excited; thus, the new masses must be added until
the associated mode effects are negligible. Reverse
considerations can be applied for the retrieval phase.
An alternative/complementary model is being developed,
to be used for cross validation purposes: the mass points
are maintained uniformely spaced along the tether length to
represent the actual mass distribution, during both
deployment and retrieval. The system frequencies are now
closer to the actual ones, but the mass points "move" along
the tether.
2.3 System Model
The Orbiter and the Satellite are considered rigid
bodies connected by a tether represented by series of
springs and point masses. The system is considered orbiting
around the Earth.
The references frames, showed in figure 3, are:










- Accelerating reference frame _ARF), in the centre of
mass of the overall system; it is always parallel to the
IRF. The motion of ARF origin is described with respect to
IRF, integrating the orbit equations of the system. The
motion of the parts of the system is described with respect
to ARF. This is to avoid possible numeric_l problems when
the motion of a System is referred to a very far reference
frame (small numbers added to large numbers).
- Orbiter body reference frame, located in the Orbiter
c.m.
- Satellite body reference frame, in the Satellite
c.m.; z-axis is directed toward the tether attachment point.
- Satellite attitude reference frame, in the Satellite
c.m., with the z-axis always directed toward the Earth
centre. The Satellite attitude is referred to this (r_me
<local vertical).
2.4 Dynamic Equations
The motion of each body is computed with respect to
ARF. The Orbiter has 3 translational rigid d.o.f's; the 3
rotational d.o.f.'s can be taken into account or neglected,
according to the figure of an input flag. The Satellite has
all the 6 rigid d.o.f.'s. The mass points describing the
tether have only 3 translational d.o.f's.
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Three differential equations describe the orbital mo-
tion of the origin of ARF about the Earth.
The translational differential equations with respect
to ARF are obtained for each body considering all the forces
acting on it (actual and apparent ones):
where:
?
No Coriolis force is present because the ARF does
rotate.
.3cbiter or the Satellite are represented by the Euler
tions. The rotational motion is described by means
Euler angles, deriving from the integration of the
equations (motion about the centre of mass).
: body c.m. position in ARF
: acceleration of ARF origin in IRF
: local gravity acceleration
: force(s) coming from the tether
: other external forces (thrusters firing, imposed
perturbations).
not





No environmental model has been implemented: aerodynamic
drag and electromagnetic forces on the tether were consi-
dered negligible, even if the possibility to input forces on
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the mass points is foreseen.
In general arbitrary forces can be introduced to
analyse the system behaviour under specified perturbations.
All the Satellite thrusters are modelled and their
misalignements, as source of attitude perturbations, consi-
dered.
The control laws of the tether length and in-plane &
out-of-plane libration developed for the TSS program have
been implemented.
The Orbiter attitude may have an indirect but important
impact on the Satellite behaviour during some mission
phases, so it has been included in the model together with a
very simplified model of the digital autopilot and reaction
control system.
Due to lack of data cn tether characteristics, no
damping has been considered for the system oscillation, this
resulting in a conservative hypothesis. The tether torsional
stiffness is negligible and so it is not taken into account
in this program.
A new feature which will be introduced in the program
is represented by the addition of flexible modes on the
Satellite , simulating two deployable booms.
The need to model in an easy way the flexibilltles
the deployer boom on the Orbiter,
of
expecially at very short
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tether length, is being investigated.
3 - SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The general architecture of the program is presented in
figure 4. The simulation program is coded in FORTRAN 77 and







The YDT routine computes, time by time, the state
vector derivative to be integrated. It determines all the
force and torque vectors acting on each part of the system,
via the management of the call of several st_routines, each



















Sat. attitude wrt local vertical computation
AMCS model
Simplified AMCS model
In-line thrusters command logic
Commanded libration pitch angle
5ibration control logic
Orbiter attitude control system model
Commanded tether tension
Tether reeling equation
Tether variable characteristics computation
Thrusters forces and torques computation
Orbital equations
Tether tension force acting on each body
Gravity forces computation





as well as new routines introduced and other bypassed.
The integrator is a 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm.
The output of the program are:
- diagrams of selected variables;
- print-outs;
- restart file, which allows for the restart of
simulation from the end of a previous one;
The program has been conceived in a modular way so that
change of the generic module can be friendly performed,
the
containing the time
as input for the
- output file , stored on tape,
history of all the variables needed
verification and testing programs.




to be performed with a qualified simulation
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MODEL 1B: DOWNWARD MISSION
TETHER LENGTH VS "rIME
,Deployment

















































MODEL IB : DOWNWARD MISSION
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oo**o LOB. POWER SPECTRUR
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_e*** LOG. PONER SPECTRUM **********
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ABSTRACT
Dynamics of Tethers in a linearized analysis can be
considered as the superposition of propagating waves.
This approach permits to have a new way for the analysis
of a Tether behaviour during deployment and retrival,
were a Tether can be considered composed by a part at
rest and a part sujected to propagation fenomena, being
the separating section depending on time.
The dependence on time of the separating section
requires the analysis of the reflection of the waves
travelling toward the part at rest. Such a reflection
generates a reflected wave, whose characteristics are
determined.
The propagation fenomena of major intest in a Tether are
transverse waves and longitudinal waves, all
mathematically modelled by the "vibrating chord"
equations, if the tension is considered constant along
the Tether itself. An interesting problem also
considered is concerned with the dependence of the
Tether tension from the longitudinal position, due to




Dynamics of Tethers('), as well as of any structure, in a linearized
analysis can be considered as the superposition of propagating waves.
This requires the study of dynamic propagation along the Tether with
the appropriate boundary conditions. During deployment and retrieval,
with reference to a lagrangian reference system("), Tether can be
considered as composed of two parts - one at the rest and one subjected
to the propagation phenomena. These two parts are separated by a
section that changes with time, i.e. the Tether section that bounds the
part constrained to rest is changing with time (the other part being
free to move and vibrate and having the opposite end section subjected
to the boundary conditions imposed by the satellite).
The propagation phenomena of major interest from a practical point of
view are the following.
i) Transverse waves, mainly a "vibrating chord" behaviour, where
inertial forces and the tension in the Tether - in combination with
its local curvature - are the most important elements of the
dynamic equilibrium.
2) Longitudinal waves, mathematically modelled by the "vibrating chord"
equation, where inertial forces and longitudinal internal forces,
due to elastic deformations, are the most important elements of the
dynamic equilibrium.
The dependence on time of the section which bounds the part at rest
requires the analysis of the reflection of the wave travelling toward
the part at rest. Such a reflection generates a wave travelling
outward, whose characteristics are to be determined.
The A. had previously considered from a theoretical point of view such
problem in particular in order to analyze the behaviour of deployable
booms subjected to longitudinal and flexural dynamic phenomena (see
(i), (2), (3) and (4)). Also in the case of the problems concerning a
structure like the Tether, the theoretical analysis gives rigorous
solutions and permit an insight into experimentally observed effects,
(') It can be suggested Ref. (8) for a general presentation of Tether
concept and its (dynamic) problems.
(") A reference system which introduces a bi-univocal correspondence
between a longitudinal coordinate and each Tether section.
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that by some authors were erroneously thought to be "continuous"
changes of frequencies and amplitudes of the proper modes.
This paper belongs to a series of works having the scope of opening a
new way in the approach by means of mathematical models of several
mechanical problems of deployable systems of telescopic and Tether
type.
Recently several attempts have been made to solve the problem of the
telescopic structures behaviour. Such attempts are mainly based in
changes of the coordinates in order to take into account the changes
during the time of the space where the problem is defined.
As a matter of fact these attempts don't seem obtain good results. They
don't take into account energetic balances.
On the contrary this work introduces and developes to some extent the
basic idea of considering each dynamic motion in a structure as the
results of wave propagation , taking also into account energetic
exchanges at the ends.
In the case of vibrating chord the problem of the time dependence of
the definition space can't be resolved by means of the Cauchy, Goursat
and Darboux results, (5). These results deal with the problems of time
dependinE location of the sections where are imposed the boundary
conditions. In the part that is external to such sections dynamic
phenomena take place that are coherent with phenomena acting in the
internal part and contribute to supply or spillover energy in it.
This work deals with the request of having external parts at the rest
(not only the boundary sections). Therefore boundary sections have the
behaviour of surface where internal dynamic phenomena "reflect".
Obviously reference is made to a constant section unaxial structure, as
Tether can be considered. Longitudinal tension loads due to
microgravity permits to consider additive small tension or compression
loads without critical phenomena.
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
Let us have first a brief recall of concepts, with reference only to
the case of longitudinal waves making use of Ref. (i). The reader can
easily do the extension to transverse waves. The problem can be
analyzed by means of an equilibrium and a continuity equations.
If _:_%_) is the stress at point :_ and time _ and _ :_C_)is
the velocity of the motion, the equilibrium linearized equation is
l) = _ .
The continuity linearized equation on the other hand is
2) __ = _ _ __
o
_ E Qr
we put ¢ z _/_/If
= . ) operating we obtain
i') -- -- __
9, wz ¢,.- _)tz.
The general solutions of eq.s i') and 2') are
4) +- -
C /
Eqs. 3) and 4) indicate that the motion of the bar is composed of two
waves: one travelling in the increasing x direction and another
travelling in the decreasing x direction.
On the base of these considerations it is possible to obtain a relation




and _z = _ w --_ , from 3) and 4) one obtains
C
9G- x f_._5 <';_f<"
_t 9t_ 9t_
Taking into account eq. l) from 5) and 6) we have the relation
If A=_ )_=0 , eq. 7), giyes the rela_on
On the other hand if_,=O_._6+-O , we have the relation
fc
With the initial conditions 4.d_4_]_):0
t__l_O):O %_>J--_the following relations between
travelling wave
) --.i_t_,) =0 or (separately)
u and p hold for each
: k,
) ,_/'-9) _ (_+ __ c (t+z C '
Such relations enable us to determine one of the two values_or_when
the other is known (eq. 8) and also to determine one of the values_zor
_ when the other is know (eq. 9).




Also in this paragraphlongitudinal wavesare consideredas a sample
problem,still makinguseof Ref (i). Theextension to transversewaveis
easy. In practical applications the boundaryconditions that are usually
consideredfor uniaxial extensionalbars are free edge( _=O ) and fixed
edge (_O). At the edge where deployment is done, it is (_)=O, where
_(.a=X_t) is the time dependent section that can be considered as fixed
and_14_=% r is the velocity of displacement of the constraint. Here
_ is an abscissa on the indeformed bar.
As a first analysis of the behaviour at a time dependent fixed section we
can consider the problem of an extensional bar having a free edge at 9o=O
and constrained with _)=o _T 7_c=_+61]" _ where _, U" are
constant. The bar is subjected in _=O to an external extensional
specific force _4 indipendent of the time_.
Such force produces a wave travelling in the direction of the increasing
when such wave reaches the moving constraint section _ a
reflected wave of specific force _z is generated that runs in the
direction of the decreasing x.
We will now determine the characteristic of the reflected wave, before it
reaches the section :_O
In order to determine the reflected wave by means of an energy balance is
necessary to dispose of an evaluation of the energy exchanged at the
constrained end. A discussion on this subject is performed in ref. (I).
The conclusion is that the constraint has and energy exchange different
from zero e that the reflected wave can be determined by means of a
behavioural analysis like the following.
During the time we have the already introduced displacement of the
section where the constraint is imposed. Such displacement corresponds to
the internal deformation of the rod.
The interval _'_=_'_d_,during _, withstands a length change _l=-_x_,,_J_-
with a strain _ = _6/_.
On the otherE hand the final stress in _- ./ must be E= _+_ :
=_._) _, that means a strain 6 = _,-_,.I _/C
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Equating the two expressions of the strain gives
i0) "_Z -- - _4
This result I0) coincides with that of the application of the Goursat
Darboux and Cauchy problem solution,(5), with the condition.M=o at_=_.
In spite of the observed coincidence with the well known results of the
vibrating chord analysis, the proposed model presents the advantage of
the applicability to more complex problems as dispersive systems, (see
for instance (6) and (3)).
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EXTENSION TO TIME DEPENDENT AMPLITUDE (OF THE TRAVELLING WAVE) AND SPEED
(OF THE BO_ARY CONDITION)
Let us consider in a non dispersive system the wave v&¢ 4 travelling
inward the time variable restraint and the _4_ z. travelling outward
expanded as follows, (see also (2)),
If at a time %_ the restraint condition is
a_ at the time tt_t where 4/" will tends to zero,
without loss in generality we can put _I_-0 and introduce a dummy
variable _ such that #_ _ <t6_.
During _ at the section _4 the displacement
take place. During the same _- in the region _>0 the internal
deformation generates a change in length
The equation between such two _ } substituting 14) and taking into
account only the terms of the lower order for respect to the principal
_" , operating gives)
or
Relation 14) means that, beside the higher order terms,
like in the case of_ andi¢_ of constant value.
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EXTENSIONTOPROPAGATIONSPEEDEPENDINGONTHELONGITUDINALPOSITION
Thepresent paragraphconcernsthe extensionof the analysis to the case




This case includes the dynamics of transverse waves in Tethers where
longitudinal load is depending on the position due to microgravity.
Because c_) is not constant but a function ofgK t C_ =_z)) expressions
3) and 4) are not still valid, and it is necessary to find an appropriate
way of solution.
The A. in a previous paper, (7) here largely recalled, proposed that the
general solution of eq.s I") were composed by means of two waves in
opposite directions travelling and having speed depending on x. Such
waves reduce to eq.s 3) and 4) when _(z_reduce to a constant C. If_
indicates _ or_. as necessary, the following expression was adopted (')
where _ is an arbitrary constraint and --__ _ C_XJ could be the
propagation speed at 2f.. /
Obviously, not all the functions _4and _&are usefull to satisfy_ i"). The
i
problem is now reduced to the determination of the functions _4 and _zgif
any, that can satisfy l").
The functions _4 and _& can be examined separately.
Q¢, _ i4 L, _ )
('-_When _C)--const. and _--4 , the proposed expression reduces to 3)
and 4),
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Recalling now i") we obtain
The function _4 ' if it there exists, must satisfy eq. 16). To the same
conclusion we lead if we consider C_>.
7&
As an application we can now restrict to the case
We have _) -- CO and
C= Co_d.
This is a linear ordinary seconc_ order equation.
I L
Its solution is of the form(_x_and preciselyiT --
If we consider dZ we obtain also
In the previous analysis _ is an arbitrary constant. If we let _ assume
all the values 0'---_---_ _ we obtain _as _ and _complete sets of
functions, which allow us to expande by integral whatever function. Each
dynamic fenomenum in, a structure where eq.s i") are valid and C= _o
can be analysed as, (see 17} and 17')),
_D
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Obviously 18) is not the only way by which to expand by integral such a
dynamic fenomenum, but this way allows us to consider component functions
when the propagation speed at any x is well know. Such speed, as we know,
is a fundamental datum in order to evaluate the speed of a reflected
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SUMMARY OF THE SEPTEMBER 16
TETHER DYNAMICS SIMULATION WORKSHOP
Charles C. Rupp
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
The objective of the Tether Dynamics Simu-
lation Workshop is to provide a forum to
discuss the structure and status of existing
computer programs which are used to simulate
the dynamics of a variety of tether appli-
cations. The reasons for having different
simulation models and how the simulations are
verified is discussed. Recommendations made
during a panel discussion regarding the dir-
ection of future work are presented.
INTRODUCTION
This summary was prepared by a Tether Dynamics Simulation









University of Padova, Italy
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
The workshop featured presentations on eleven simulation
models and special presentations on the validation of the
Tethered Satellite System Engineering Simulation at the
Johnson Space Center and the dynamics flight experiments to
be conducted on the first flight of the Tethered Satellite
System. A panel composed of preselected workshop participants
discussed five issues regarding future simulation validation
activities. Approximately 120 people participated in the
workshop.
RECOMMENDED FUTURE SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT
Comments that were received during the presentations of the
simulation models are summarized as follows:
I. Incorporate sensor hardware and observer measurement
dynamics.
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2. Improve simulation of tether transient thermodynamic
effects such as rapid heating and cooling during
terminator crossing.
3. Resolve different approaches to atmospheric drag
models.
4. More experimental information is required on tether
material damping and thermoelastic effects.
5. Simplify simulations where possible.
PANEL DISCUSSION TOPICS
Five topics were selected for the panel discussion with the
intent of provoking opposing viewpoints. However, little
disagreement was found among the panel members and the mem-
bers of the audience who participated. These topics, the





Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
Analytical Mechanics Associates
Should a universal simulation program be developed?
a. General consensus is no.
b. Desirable in theory, but not practical at this
time.
c. A universal program will be difficult to verify,
costly to maintain, not likely to be widely and
readily accepted.
d. There may not exist such a program--various
applications may require their own "best" program.
e. A library of special purpose application programs
or subroutines might be useful.
f. These programs should be mini or micro-computer
usable, well documented, and user-friendly.
g. An alternative to a universal program development
would be better documentation and use of existing
programs.
TOPIC 2:
David A. Arnold Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Silvio Bergamaschi University of Padova, Italy
What accuracy is required in tether dynamics simulations?
a. The simulation model should be selected based on
the mission goals and the mission phase.
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b. The influence of various factors should be studied
individually to determine the magnitude of their
effect.
c. Effects should be included in the simulation
according to their influence on the particular
problem.
d. Accuracy verification of the selected simulation
should be madewith a sample case of the complete
simulation, and comparison of results with an
independent program.
e. Results depend not only on the accuracy of the






George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
What methods should be used to verify simulations?
a. Mathematical confirmation can be used to compute
simple cases whose results are known, compare with
other simulation programs, and provide a self-test
on the level of accuracy.
b. Physical confirmation tests can be performed in a
laboratory to determine tether physical character-
istics, perform dynamics and control system tests,
and test tether motion in a large vacuumchamber.




Paul A. Penzo Smithsonian Astrophysical ObservatoryJet Propulsion Laboratory
Whoshould be responsible for simulation verification?
a. The sponsoring agency should ultimately be
responsible for verification.
b. Possible options for the verification effort
include in-house, unbiased third party, and/or
a formal professional committee (e.g. AIAA-AAS
connected).
c. The methodology should include providing
sufficient updated documentation for each model









Should a peer process be established? How?
a. Numeroussimulation programs have been developed
under various contracts.
b. The complexity and accuracy required of simulat-
ions will depend on use (preliminary design,
particular phase of mission support, experimental
flight dynamics verification, future applicat-ions).
c. Small new projects may not be able to afford
development of their own simulations and could
benefit from a group of expert peers.
d. The panel recommendsformation of a working group
to study peer selection, availability, and
financial support.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The final recommendations of the workshop are as follows:
i. Establish a joint tether applications working group
with the following objectives:
a. Serve as a focal point for dynamics studies for
tether applications.
b. Advocate simulation validation.
c. Maintain a simulation capabilities catalog.
d. Perform periodic reviews of dynamics issues.
e. Provide recommendations to managementon resource
requirements.







TETHER DYNAMICS SIMULATION WORKSHOP
























Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
Tethered Satellite System on the Systems Engineering Simulator
Ron Humble
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
David Harshman
Rockwell Space Operations Company
GTOSS
David D. Lang













12:20 Lunch/Computer Simulation Demonstrations
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Simulation Descriptions - Continued
Elasticity Effects in Tether Dynamics
Silvio Bergamaschi
University of Padova, Italy
TSS Subsatellite Attitude Dynamics and Control Laws
Verification Programs
Floriano Venditti
Aeritalia Space Systems Group, Italy
Validation of TSS Engineering Simulation
Zachary Galaboff
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
TSS-1 Dynamics Flight Experiments
Gordon E. Gullahorn
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Tether Simulation Design for Mission Planning and Analysis
Richard Deppisch
NASA Johnson Space Center
Yashvant Jani
LinCom Corporation
Panel Discussion on Future Validation Activities
Topic I: Howard Flanders, Henry Wolf: Should a single
universal simulation program on tether dynamics be
built?
Topic 2: Dave Arnold, Silvio Bergamaschi: How accurately must
simulations be able to compute tether system
dynamics?
Topic 3: Joe Carroll, Chris Rupp: What verification methods
should be employed?
Topic 4: Enrico Lorinzini, Paul Penzo: Who should be
responsible for simulation verification?
Topic 5: Peter Bainum, Bill Djinis: Should a peer process be
established?
Adjournment
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